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the theme song to the series is "we are the might" by the band candlemass, which also serves as the theme song to the
movie iron man. in the series, the theme is used as an opening title sequence. the band members, who all live in the u.k.,
also appear as special guest stars on the show. while the iron man movies were shooting in the u.k., malaysia was the
country that produced the tv series. the shows were recorded at film commission malaysia's studios in petaling jaya, but
most of the actual filming took place in malaysia. the series also filmed in langkawi in malaysia's southern state of kedah,
a popular tourist spot that also serves as the main filming location for lost. the series' executive producer, kevin feige,
explained that "malaysia is the perfect setting to tell tony's story, as the country is very rich in culture and history. the
setting also provides an exotic backdrop to an adventure story, complete with futuristic technology." the main cast of iron
man: armored adventures includes robert downey jr., teri hatcher, rebecca mader, roger cross, christina chang, james
badge dale, and matthew del negro. the supporting cast includes don cheadle, kaley cuoco, ben kingsley, nathan fillion,
katee sackhoff, ron perlman, clancy brown, john malkovich, and tim blake nelson. the cast of characters at iron man's
high school are a mixed bag, and they don't all develop well. tony is the hero's one constant, and he's not always reliable.
at one point he turns his entire school into a drone army. he goes to school with an older model of a suit that he can
control remotely, and his young friends sometimes treat him like a doofus. also, iron man is constantly searching for his
dad, who died a few years before the series starts. it's hard to believe that he'd never found him, especially since tony
actually sees his dad one time, in a flashback.
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Tony, Rhodey and Pepper sit around, feeling miserable and guilty, when news breaks of the Mandarin's escape. Fix and
Blackout arrive to free Tony and try to take the Mandarin alive. However, they fail and are killed by the Mandarin. Iron
Man can't bear the idea of killing the man responsible for turning millions of people into mindless army drones, and he

breaks free. He ignores the pleas of the civilians and flies into the streets, destroying the Mandarin's army. The Mandarin
escapes, but his soldiers turn on him, and the Extremis spreads throughout the city. The Mandarin is wounded, but he
changes the shape of his armor and redirects his escape route. Iron Man arrives and kills him. The army continues to

attack, and Iron Man drives them off. The Mandarin's body is recovered, but the Extremis has affected him so greatly that
his body disintegrates before he can be studied. After the events of Iron Man 2, Tony Stark (Robert Downey Jr.) is living

the high life in Dubai with some of the multibillion dollar profits from his Iron Man armor. Meanwhile, the world's top super-
criminals have him and his famous armor in their crosshairs. But when the stolen Iron Man armor falls into the hands of
terrorists that explode New York City, leaving Stark and his friends to navigate their way out of the chaos. In September
2011, Marvel Studios reached an agreement to shoot the film primarily out of EUE/Screen Gems Studios in Wilmington,

North Carolina. Michigan was also in contention to land the production, but the Michigan Film Office could not match
North Carolina's tax incentives. In April 2012, Ben Kingsley entered into negotiations to play a villain in Iron Man 3. The
film's fake working title was revealed to be Caged Heat, and Marvel Studios worked with the Tona B. Dahlquist Casting
company to hire extras in the North Carolina area. The following week, producer Kevin Feige revealed that Iron Man 3

would begin shooting in North Carolina in five weeks, and said that it is a full-on Tony Stark-centric movie... [H]e's
stripped of everything, he's backed up against a wall, and he's gotta use his intelligence to get out of it. He can't call

Thor, he can't call Cap, he can't call Nick Fury, and he can't look for the Helicarrier in the sky. A few days later, 'The Walt
Disney Company China, Marvel Studios and DMG Entertainment announced an agreement to co-produce Iron Man 3 in

China. DMG partly financed, produced in China with Marvel, and handled co-production matters. DMG also distributed the
film in China in tandem with Disney. 5ec8ef588b
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